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GOLD

CMP: 30122(DEC)

Intraweek Gold should bounce till29800 and 30300 .Be cautious only if gold trades below 29200.

SILVER

CMP: 49884(DEC)

Intraweek if silver trades above 50000 silver shall be heading for target 51500 to 52000.49890 is crucial
level to watch for
Below 47900 silver has to come down till 45500 – 46000 zone. Intraday level join us. Just see45971
bottom happened as expected.
Now for current week silver should head towards 52000

COPPER

CMP:454

Now if 472 is not crossed copper shall be heading towards 452 and below 449 it will head towards 431 for
coming days.
Intraweek 457.8 is best level to short with 461.1 as stoploss and 448 as target.448 target achieved now
again 455-457 is best zone for selling in copper.Copper call initiated @ 457

NICKEL

CMP: 903

For current week best level to enter nickel is 840.Nickel call is initiated and nickel will be heading towards
880 and 900 level.840 nickel has taken support twice. Now if 840 breaks nickel will head towards 795
zone. Nickel has achived the target .Now best selling zone are 920-930

NATURAL GAS

CMP:220

Natural gas best intraweek level to sell is 229-230 with 232.1 as stoploss. The target till the end of week is 215.Call
target achieved. Now best selling zone for natural gas is 230 for the target 207.232 STOPLOSS TRIGGER .Next
attempt to short NG should be around 239-240 zone 242.1 as stoploss and 224 target
224 target is achieved and now bounce towards 240 is not ruled out

ZINC

CMP: 118

For current week sell zinc @ 118-118.5with 120.1 as stoploss and target 112-113,Call initiated now wait for
target. Next zone to sell Zinc is 122-123

Lead

CMP: 133

For intraweek sell lead around 135 with 137 as stoploss and 125 as target.Lead call initiated .Now make the trade no
profit no loss by booking at 133 and remaining holf for target 125 with 137.1 as stoploss

CRUDE OIL

CMP: 6059

Crude oil has very strong support at 6330-6350 zone .Buy in this zone with 6299 as stoploss and 6700 as
target in coming days Call on long side is initiated..If crude will start to trade below 6290 then downside it
can come upto 6160.Just see now if 6100 not broken crude will move upside.
Below 6100 crude can head down till even 5750-5800 zone
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